ELC Professional Neurolanguage Coaching®
Certification Programme
Online
Professional Neurolanguage Coach Training
We are pleased to announce the ELC Professional Neurolanguage Coaching® Certification. A highly
interactive online programme which involves deepening the skills of the Advanced Neurolanguage Coach,
to become a Professional Neurolanguage Coach. It goes further into the neuroscience of empathy and the
coaching principles and introduces new aspects, such as neuroculture - language and cultures, together
with a deeper comprehension of language learning through a holistic coaching approach.
This is an online programme only consisting of 16 hours.

Virtual Classroom for the Online Course
This is a highly interactive online course - we use a virtual classroom software that allows course
participants to see each other, speak to each other and share all kinds of media (presentations,
whiteboard, video, internet access, etc.) and therefore it is just as interactive as a face-to-face course. The
course has a very well-balanced ratio of theory and practice with a high degree of active coaching.

Programme Overview
This programme focuses on not only reinforcing the whole approach and method of Neurolanguage
Coaching, but also deepens knowledge in neuroscience and the practical application of neuroscientific
principles during the learning process, even to integrating cultural aspects. This course aims to consolidate
and develop even further the skills of the Advanced Neurolanguage Coach, giving professionalism to the
whole process and potentially preparing the Professional Neurolanguage Coach to train trainers.
The 16 hours of training is delivered in 2 to 4 hours online interactive learning sessions with a break in the
middle of each session. Each participant will receive a comprehensive course manual (ELC Professional
Neurolanguage Coaching Training Manual).
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Content

Learning Outcomes

Latest developments of neuroscience
Updates of the brain
- Relating to coaching
- Relating to learning
- Relating to language
Language and the brain – a deeper look
- Neurolinguistics
- Bilingualism and beyond
- Language families
- Association techniques

• Deepens knowledge about
the brain and neuroscience
and how to effectively use
this in the learning process
• Further enhances language
knowledge and how the brain
learns languages
• Gives insights into
Neurofeedback and what this
is now showing us and what
we can learn from this

Neurofeedback – what are we learning about the brain through this

• Introduces team coaching

Neuroculture – connecting brain, language and culture

• Further develops
neurolanguage coaching
models

Professionalizing coaching in language learning
- Signposting
- Powerful questions
- Summary and reformulation
- Feedback
- Permission
- Bolder coaching
- Different coaching styles
Powerful coaching in action
MATHS – Motivation, Action plan, Time management, Honesty,
Stimulation
Case study Language in Business and in Companies
- What happens when a company adopts a different lingua franca
- Language strategy for global business

• Introduces Neuroculture and
the cultural aspects of
language learning and
cultural identity
• Deepens knowledge of a
complete engagement
through a case study relating
to language changes in
companies
• How to engage coachees into
focused learning and sustain
their goals with high success
rate
• Prepares the professional
neurolanguage coach to train
trainers

Train the trainer to be a coach
- Different styles of education
- Learning effectiveness
- Introduction to training teachers to become coaches
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Requirements
Obligatory successful completion of the ELC Language Coaching Certification Course and the ELC Advanced
Neurolanguage Coaching Course.

Programme Schedule
For the latest course schedule please refer to: https://www.languagecoachingcertification.com/elcneurolanguage-coaching-certification/

Fees
The price for the Professional online course is EUR 1,200.00 including materials and manuals.
Payment facilities in instalments are also available. Please ask us for details.
To secure your place the full amount must be paid on registration, unless instalments have been arranged.

Programme enquiries
For more information on our training, schedules and payment options, please contact ELC Training
Programmes Manager, Ms Elsa Sousa at info@languagecoachingcertification.com or +44 7561427701. I do
hope to hear from you in the near future and really look forward to working with you on this course.
Kind regards,
Rachel Paling - Director
Efficient Language Coaching Ltd

“This course is highly recommendable because it is a perfect mix of consolidating our knowledge about the
neuroscience of coaching, learning and language and at the same time going deeper into this fascinating
topic of neuroscience, neurofeedback and neuroculture. There was a time for theory, but also a great time for
practice. The icing on the cake for me was „preparing cultural workshops with the brain in mind“ and
„building language strategies“ for companies that go global or that change the Lingua Franca to English. This
course was ideed extremely valuable for my future.”
Ingrid Layer, Germany
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